
Bind professional-looking documents — with a contemporary-looking executive finish — in
matching covers and spines. This style offers a handsome, high-end look for the times when
you want to make that extra special presentation.

7 MATCHING COLORS Strips and covers are available in seven handsome
colors: white, red, maroon, dark green, dark blue, dark grey and
black. Match your spine to your cover color, or try contrasting
combinations for a very unique look.

CUSTOM COVER TITLING Document covers can be foil printed at your
desktop with our Foilfast™ printer. Print titles and logos in seven
great-looking colors with excellent registration.

FA STER THAN EVER Speedy 20 second bind cycles give you the fastest binds
ever with these strips. Bind at least 5 times faster than the
old-fashioned manual punch & bind system.

STRIP RECOGNITION With Smart Strip™ technology, Fastback® machines
actually read the type of strip you insert, to optimize your
binding cycle for the fastest, strongest binds possible.

COMP STRIPS™

PREMIUM DOCUMENT BINDING



Presentation is important. That’s why Powis Parker developed the Comp Strip™ brand binding
strip. This eye-catching leatherette-textured strip, with matching covers, is designed to make
your documents look their very best. It’s the perfect choice for professional-looking documents
that you want people to remember.

Our line of binding supplies have recently undergone extensive testing to meet the toughest standards
in the industry. This means unsurpassed bind quality and greater productivity. With the Fastback®

System you don’t have to count or punch pages. Place your document into the binder, insert
the Comp Strip™ brand binding strip, and with one click your document is bound. Fast and easy!  

Powis Parker offers a complete line of binding machines, supplies, and foil printers to add that
finishing touch to all your business documents. Our Foilfast® Printer can print any graphic or logo
to your covers — in seven different foil colors. It’s just what you need to make a professional
and lasting impression.

Strips are available in three widths:

Narrow, Medium and Wide 

(to accommodate books up to 350

sheets), and a variety of lengths,

including 11" , 8 .5" , A4 and A5.

Custom lengths can also be provided.

Ask your dealer for details.
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Available in seven great-looking colors.

www.powis.com
510.848.2463  800.321.2463
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